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The Distribution of Atomic Hydrogen in the Magnetosphereof Saturn
D. E. SHEMANSKY1 AND D. T. HALL
and P!anetarlt Laboratorlt, Universit•t of Arizona,

T•cson

Three setsof previouslyunpublishedVoyagerultravioletspectrometer(UVS) observations
in H Ly c•
emission reveal a complex three-dimensional distribution of atomic hydrogen in the Saturn system.
Voyager 1 observationsduring the postencounterperiod have provided a map of the distribution looking
down on the equatorial plane. The reduced data show a nonuniform distribution in local time with
a preponderance of emission on the duskside. The emission extends radially inward to the top of
the Saturn atmosphere with stronger signals appearing close to the planet strongly suggestingthat
the principal source is the sunlit Saturn atmosphere. In the subsolar sector of the magnetosphere
no excess emission in the vicinity of Titan's orbit is detectable. But a peak in the emissions near

20 Saturn radii (Rs) appearsin the antlsolarsectorsuggesting
a significantcontributionfrom Titan.
Voyager 1 and 2 preencounterobservationsalso show H Ly c• emissionsincreasingmonotonically toward
the planet but with a distinctive dawnside excess. The preencounter and postencounter results may be
reconciled if there exists a complex H gas distribution with significant radial and azimuthal variations.
We conclude that the preliminary results reporting a toroidal hydrogen distribution with a cavity inside

8 Its (Broadfootet al., 1981)areinvalidbecauseof limitedspatialresolutionandpoorstatistics.The fact
that the hydrogen distribution joins continuously into the atmosphere of Saturn and shows significant
azimuthal variations indicates that the dominant source inside 8 Rs is in the Saturn exosphere. The
local time character and magnitude of the distribution could be produced by ballistic and escaping
atoms originating in the sunlit exosphere. The energiesrequired for the source atoms can be obtained
by electron excitation of H2 within a scaleheight of and above the exobase. The total rate of production
of atomic hydrogen may be as much as 3 times larger than that inferred earlier from the observed
brightness of H2 EUV radiation from the equatorial atmosphere. The deposition of heat at the top of
the thermosphere by the atomic hydrogen source can account for the measured temperature. We have
examined the impact of the conditions imposed by the measured content of neutrals and ions in the
inner magnetospherethrough model calculations. We predict in a preliminary analysis that the neutral
gas in the low latitude region of the inner magnetosphereis dominated by water products. A typical

calculation
shows
[O]~ 400cm-3, [OH]~ 40 cm-3, [HI ~ 130cm-a, [O+] ~ 30 cm-3, [H+ ] ~ 3 cm-3,
in the plasma sheet near 4.5 RS; a mix of neutrals and ions of this order is required to balance the
energy budget.

[Judgeet al., 1979] indicating the presenceof H near the

INTRODUCTION

Atomic hydrogen in the magnetosphereof Saturn has a rings and in the vicinity of Titan's orbit. However, Clarke
major effect as both a sourceof ions loading the systemwith et al. [1981]failed to detect an extendeddistributionat the
massand as a limiting factor to the developmentof the plas- rings or near Titan's orbit in IUE observationsin May 5-9,
masphere. The presenceof significant amounts of hydrogen 1980,to within 4-200Rayleigh(R). Definitiveresultswerefiwaspredictedby McDonoughand Brice [1973],who argued nally obtained in Voyagerspacecraftobservationsin Novemthat a substantial atmosphereon Titan should generate a ber 1980 and August 1981, which provided one-dimensional
measurableneutral torus at 20 Saturn radii (Rs). At that radial distributions integrated parallel to the orbital plane.
time Titan's upper atmospherewas consideredto be mostly The description of the distribution in a preliminary analy-

hydrogenand the escaperate would thereforebe very large.
The considerationsrequiring a heavy atmospherewere estal>

sis by Broadfootet al. [1981]was one of a uniform torus

extending to •25 Rs with a cavity inside 8 Rs. The presence
of a cavity was predicted theoretically if one assumed
lishedlater [Hunten, 1977]. It was generallyassumedthat
the neutral hydrogensubsequentlydetected in the magneto- that Titan was the sourceof the atomic hydrogenwith most
spherein 1975by Weiseret al. [1977]originatedin the Titan of the population in satellite orbits. Also the region inside
atmosphere.Severalyearslater Shernansky
and Smith[1982] 8 Rs was known to be elevatedin plasma density suggestargued on the basis of Voyager spacecraftdata that Saturn ing relatively short H atomic lifetimes. Titan was a natural

is a major contributor[seeHilton and Hunten,1988]. Other choiceas a source[McDonoughand Brice, 1973]becauseit

neutrals such as water group speciesfrom the inner sate]lites had a known substantial atmosphere with a small escape
and nitrogenfrom Titan (probablymostlyin atomicform) velocity. The inner satellites and the rings have also been
consideredas both plasma and neutral sourcesthrough parare also very likely present but have never been detected.

Other evidence has been obtained with the Copernicus ticle and photon sputteringof icy surfaces[Carlson, 1980;
satellite[Barker et al., 1980]and the Pioneer11 spacecraft Ip, 1984; Eviatar, 1984; Richardson et al., 1986; Richardson
and Eviatar, 1987],but ratesfor theseprocesses
are limited.
1Nowat Departmentof Aerospace
Engineering,
USC,LosAn- Johnson[1989]haspredictedmuchlargersputteringrates.
geles.
Shernanskyand Smith [1982] arguedthat an electron-

excited atmosphere near the exobase at Saturn would produceenergeticatomic hydrogenthrough variousdissociation
reactions. Subsequentanalysis of Voyager 2 data indicated
that the atomic hydrogen in fact extended into the plane-
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tary atmosphere[Shemdusky
et al., 1985]and suggested
that depressionin the signal centered on the Saturn dark side
Uranusmay showa similareffect[seeShemdusky
andSmith, atmosphere,definedapproximatelyby the mean size of the
1986;Shemdusky
and Hall, 1987]. Hilton and Hunten[1988], instrumentfield of view, is causedby the occultationof the
on the basisof Voyagermeasurementsof the extent of the gas LISM flux by the planet. The dark sideatmospheric
emission
above the satellite orbital plane, also concluded that Saturn rateis I• 500R (D. E. Shemdusky,
unpublished
manuscript,
must be the dominant source of hydrogen inside •10 Rs. 1989),compared
to the LISM background
of •1300 R. Only
The dissociation processesat the top of the thermosphere a smallcontributionfrom the sunlit planetaryatmosphere
is
are a source of heat, and we briefly discussthe implied rate detectablebecause
the viewingdirectionis dominatedby the

dark hemisphere
(seeFigure2). The moststrikingaspectof

below.

The data presented in this article consist of three sets the image is the distinct asymmetryin the distributionwith
of previously unpublished Voyager ultraviolet spectrometer a maximum Mignedapproximatelywith the dusk terminator

(UVS) observations
of the Saturnsystemconducted
by both and a minimumin the predawnregion. Most of the emission
spacecraft. First, extensive postencountermosaic scansperformed by Voyager 1 are presentedin the form of an image
of the partially open system looking down toward the north
pole of the planet. Second, a set of preencounter scans conducted by each spacecraftis presented. These do not support

is confined inside Titan's orbit. The data were accumulated

overa timeintervalcorresponding
to •1;• Titan orbitalperiods. There appears to be a measurableindication of excess
emission near Titan's orbit on the antisolar side of Saturn.

The bright spot near the right ansa of Titan's orbit shown
the interpretationby Broadj'oot
et al. [1981]of a cavityin the in Figure l a may be causedby an imperfect correctionfor
hydrogendistribution inside 8 Rs. We review the Voyager 1

a stellarsource
in the background
(seeAppendix
A). Bright

preencounterscansusedby Broadj'ootet al. [1981]and con- patchestowardthe peripheryof Figure1a losestatisticalsigclude that the complicatedscan geometry and hmited spatial nificance
because
of lowerintegrationtimesandpoorsignalresolution does not justify such a conclusion.All of the data to- noiseratios. Figure lb showsa half tone plot of the la
with the
presented here show significant H Ly c• intensities within a statistical noiselevel in one-to-onecorrespondence
few Rs of the planet.
We have examined the impact of the measured amounts
of atomic hydrogen on the plasma sheet in the inner magnetosphere. The plasma content in this region has been constrained by an analysis of the Voyager Plasma Scienceex-

pixels in Figure l a. Becausethese scansfocusedon the interior portion of the system,the error levels are reducedin

the vicinityof Saturnrelativeto the peripheralregions.The
bright region in Figure l a within 2 Rs of the sunlit side of

the planetcanbe entirelyaccounted
for by emission
from the
periment[Richardsonand Sittler, 1990] . We discussthe sunhtcrescent
(average
crescent
surface
brightness
•4 kR).
reactions controlling the plasma assuminga sourcederived The observationalgeometrywith respectto the terminator
from the icy satellites. The dominanceby heavy ions of mass- and the locationof the ringsis shownin Figure2.
per-charge
ratio nearthat of O+, alongwith energybudget
Regionsshowingbrightnessgreaterthan 200 R are extenconsiderations,requiressignificantpopulationsof the heavy siveon the duskside
of the systemwithin 10 Rs of the planet
water product neutrals at low latitudes, according to the in Figurel a. The UVS intensities
obtainedin the Voyager1
analysis discussedbelow.
preencounterperiod, giving hue of sight integrationsessenVOYAGER UVS

OBSERVATIONS OF TI-IE SATURN SYSTEM

tiallyin theorbitalplane,are•150 R at thesame(•10 Rs)
radiallocation[Broadfoot
et al., 1981]. An upwardcorrection of 8% to this value due to differencesin mean solar flux

l/oya9er I Postencounter

between observationsimplies that the abundanceof atomic

Extensive Voyager 1 H Ly a emissionmeasurementswere hydrogenon the dusksideof the systemis comparablein
performedduring the Saturn 6 to 25-day postencounterpe- the Voyager1 preencounter
andpostencounter
perspectives.
riod, 1980day of year (DOY) 324-343 in the form of mosaic The H Ly a postencounterdifferential solar flux at hue censcans acrossthe system. We have compiled these data and ter is estimated to be F• = 3.5 x 10• Ph cm-2 s-• .•,-•

constructed
animageof thesystemin 1216.•,radiation.The (totalfluxF = 3.6 x 10• Ph cm-2 s-•) givinga valuefor
planet-spacecraftrange extendedfrom 140 to 55 Rs over the
observationalperiod, with the hue of sight intersectingthe
satelliteorbital plane at an angleof about 26ø, lookingdown
on the north pole of the planet. Figure 1a is a half tone plot

the scatteringprobabilityof 1.8 x 10-3 s-1 at 1 AU. The
H densityinward of the 10 Rs radial positionon the sun-

ht sideof the planetis then [H] • 100cm-3, assuming
a

pathlengthof 16 Rs. This abundance
corresponds
to an optical depth of r • 2 if we assumean effectivetemperature
orbital ellipseare illustrated in the figurefor reference.The of T = 1000K for the gas. However,the velocitydistribudirection of the incident solar flux is shown by an arrow, tion of the gas will probablynot be definedby Boltzmann
of the accumulated

reduced data.

Both Saturn

and Titan's

and the terminator of Saturn is indicated by a hue drawn statistics, as discussedbelow.
where the terminator plane and the equatorial plane interThe distribution of the emissionshown in Figure l a is
sect. In the upper right-hand cornerthe VoyagerUVS field distinctly different from expectation for a torus centered on
of view is illustrated with the approximate orientation main- Titan's orbit. Figure 3 showsa simulation of the expected
tained during the mosaicscans.The intensityscalerangesin image if Titan were the solesourceproducinga torus of the
brightnessfrom 250 R downwardasindicatedin Figure 1a. A dimensions
describedby Broadfootet al. [1981].
backgroundLy a signalof •1300 R from the local interstelFigure 4 shows a plot of the mean H Ly a intensities
lar medium(LISM) calculatedusingthe Ajello et al. [1987] from Figure 1a summed in local time into 30ø sectorsinside
model has been subtracted from the data. In addition, an 18 Rs. The intensity modulation is almost a factor of 2 with
estimated

contribution

from stellar sources is removed from

the peakoccurringin the dusksector.(The distributionoutaffectedareas.(The data reductionprocess,
background
sub- side 22 Rs suffersmore from a low signal-to-noiseratio but
traction and noiselevelsare discussed
in AppendixA.) A showsno statisticallysignificantmodulationin local time.)
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Fig. 1a. Half toneplot of the Saturnsystemin H Ly c, emissionobtainedfrom Voyager1 UVS mosaicscansof
the systemconductedduringthe period 1980DOY 324-343 (6-25 dayspostencounter).
The brightnessscalein
Rayleighsis givenin the figure. The total integrationtime for the observations
was126 hours. The pixel sizeis
I Rs x I Rs perpendicularto the spacecraft-planet
line, I Rs x 2.4 Rs projectedonto the satelliteorbital plane.
The anglebetweenthe spacecraft-planet
line and the orbital plane is 26ø. The data are shownafter subtraction
of the LISM backgroundand stellar sources.The bright spot at the right ansa of Titan's orbit may be due to
imperfect correctionfor one of the stellar sources.The location of the Sun-planetline is indicatedin the upper
right sector.The planetis drawnto sizeon the figure.The meansizeand orientationof the VoyagerUVS field of
viewis shownin the upperright corner.A smallsunlitcrescentaffectsthe signalon the right sideof the planet (see
text, Figure2). The datahavebeensmoothed
in a 3 x 3 pixelarea,weighted
by integrationtime. The depression
in signalin a rectangularareaorientedparallelto the lengthof the slit at the positionof the planetis causedby
occultationof the brighter backgroundLISM by the planet. Bright and patchy areastoward the periphery and in
somelocationsin the vicinity of Titan's orbit on the left sidelose their significancebecauseof low signal-to-noise
ratios.
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Statistical 1• uncertaintiescorresponding
to the data shownin Figure 1a. The scalein Rayleighsis

givenon the right-handsideof the figure.
Figure 5 showsa plot of the brightnessas a functionof radial distance averagedover the solar and antisolar regions,
respectively.A statistically significantpeak in emissionoccurs at 20 Rs in the antisolarregionwhich stronglysuggests

that Titan acts as a partial sourcefor the atomic hydrogen
in the system. The postencounter data were gathered over

an intervalcorresponding
to •1; • Titan orbital periods.The
overlap occurredin the antisolar sector and may contribute
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partially out of the equatorial plane. Also, because of the
significanttilt of the UVS sht with respectto the equatorial
by emission from Saturn coronal hydrogen in the dayside plane, these scanscannot discernsmall scaleradial structure
in the H distribution. The effectivehmiting resolutionin the
magnetosphere.
equatorial plane is about 9 Rs for the earbest scansimprovVoyager I and œPreencounter
ing to about 5 Rs in the latest scans. Any variation in the
Previous publicationsof Voyager UVS results at Saturn intensity distribution having spatial scalessmaller than this
describe the region inside of 8 Rs as being void of atomic must be statistical in nature. The structure in the BroadJ'oot
to the excessemission observed there. However, emission in
the subsolar sector due to a source at Titan may be masked

hydrogen[Broadfootet al., 1981; Sandelet al., 1982]. This

et a/.[1981]plot that suggeststhe cavity inside8 Rs is less

is in conflict with the Voyager I postencounterobservations
outlined above and with the preencounter data described
below. Here, we review the preencounter scansconducted by
both spacecraftwith emphasison the limitations imposedby
observationalgeometry. We find that the interpretation of a
cavity in the H distribution inside 8 Rs is unfounded.

than this hmiting resolution and probably representsstatistical fluctuations. Becauseof the comphcated nature of these
scans as well as their hmited spatial resolution we conclude
that this data set is not an optimal choice to investigate
spatial structure in the inner Saturn system.
Other preencounterscansconductedby Voyager 1 during

Broad.
foot et al. [1981]presentthe intensitydistribution the period 1980 DOY 239 to 256 (planet-spacecraftrange
1740to 1370Rs) sufferlessfrom complicatedobservinggeometry. Representativescansperformedduring this period
craft range 730 to 400 Rs [Broadfootet al., 1981, Figure are illustrated in Figure 7 where the Saturn systemis shown
7]. A representativescanduring this periodis illustratedin rotated to Mign the long dimensionof the UVS sht with the

obtained by accumulating several scans conducted by Voyager I during the period 1980 DOY 285 to 300 and space-

Figure 6. The observational geometry for these sequences vertical axis. We have accumulated these scans according
is complicated. Much of the data were obtained in regions to the horizontal position of the sht as depicted in this il-

lustration(the dawnsideof the systemhesto the left of the
planet). The data wereaccumulated
overa time intervalof
about one Titan orbital period. Times of observationsand

Voyagerflight data systemcount (FDSC) rangesfor these
scansare given in Appendix B. The H Ly a intensitiesare
shownin Figure 8. (Note that becauseof the significanttilt
of the orbital plane to the horizontal direction, the elonga-

tion pointsof Titan's orbit he at 4-14 Rs in this plot.) The

Fig. 2. Close-upof the planetary viewinggeometryfor the image shown in Figm,e 1. The shaded areas indicate surfacesin the
shadowof the Sun. The bright crescentof the planet has H Ly c•
brightness •4000 R. The rings and the orbit of Dione are indicated for reference.

contribution due to planetary Ly a has been removed by
subtracting a scaledversionof the Ha band planetary emissions. This subtraction compoundsthe statistical errors and
is uncertain in absolutemagnitude; this is reflected by the
largeerror barswithin 3 Rs of the planetin Figure 8. A constant Ly a contribution from the LISM has been subtracted,
but no correction

has been inserted

for the occultation
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Fig. 3. The predicted distribution of H Ly c• emissionfor the geometry of Figure 1, assuminga uniform torus
of minor radius 7 Rs and major radius of 20 Rs. The intensity scale is relative.
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is •120 R, somewhat lower than the •150 R reported by

Broadfootet al. [1981]. The solarsourceflux varied by less
than 5% during the interveningperiod. This suggeststhat

200

._.

the actual emissionregion does not entirely fill the UVS field
of view for the observationsillustrated in Figure 7 resulting
in a dilution of the aperture averagedintensities. These data
show no evidenceof a cavity in the inner system nor • significant peak at either ansa of Titan's orbit as one would ex-

180

v
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160

pect from a Titan-dominatedsource[seeSmyth,1981]. The

only readily apparent feature is an excessof emissionon the
dawnside of the system relative to the duskside.
140
Voyager 2 preencountersystemscansshowa similar emission distribution. The representativegeometry of scanscon120
ducted over the period 1981 DOY 180 to 186 and spacecraft0
1• ' ' •1 ' ' 24
planet ranges920 to 820 Rs is shownin Figure 9 with correLocal Time (hours)
sponding Ly • intensitiesplotted in Figure 10. The specific
Fig. 4. Mean localtime variationof the H Ly c, brightness observationtimes and FDSC ranges are given in Appendix
shownin the imagegivenin Figure1. The data are averagedin
B. Againthe scangeometryis relativelysimple.(Thesescans
2-hour segmentsinside 18 R•.
were not accumulated in a tilted coordinate system as were
the previous scansbecausethe slit orientation with respect to

the equatorialplanechangessignificantlyacrossthe system.)

t

[]0-12
hours
Local
Time

o

The planetary and LISM emissionshave been removed in the
same fashion as described above for the Voyager I preencounter data. The estimated solar flux during this time is

Fx = 3.1 x 10• Ph cm-2 s-• .•-• at 1 AU. This data set
appears to be basically consistentwith the Voyager 1 data
in Figure 8. Excessemissionon the dawnside of the planet
is apparent and is of the same generalrelative magnitude as
observedby Voyager 1. However, in this case, the observed
asymmetry may be due in part to the scangeometrybecause
the instrument slit is falling significantlybelow the midpoint

150

• lOO

of Titan's orbital ellipse on the duskside of the system and
thus may be excluding relevant emissions. The data show

no sign of a peak in the distribution near the ansae of Ti-
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Fig. 5.

The distributionof H Ly c, emission
as a functionof

radial distanceaveragedover local time from the data given in

Figure1. A peak in the distributionat •20 Rs in the 0 to 12hour data suggestsan H sourceat Titan.

Fig. 6.

tan's orbit nor of a cavity in the distribution inside 8 Rs.
The variational structure in Figure 10 with characteristic
frequenciesless than 5 Rs is too frequent to be compatible
with the horizontal spatial resolution of the instrument slit

(seeFigure9).
The solar flux in tt Ly c• emission at Voyager 2 preen-

counter(F = 3.1 x 10ll Ph cm-2 s-1 at I AU) is almost
identical to the Voyager I preencountervalue, based on a

prediction
usingHe 10830.• solardata,normalized
to SME
satellite measurements
in 1982 [Skinneret al., 1988]. The

Representative Voyager 1 preencounter UVS scan conducted during the period 1981 DOY 285 to 300

used to produceFigure 7 of Broadfootet al. [1981]. Saturn and the orbit of Titan are shownto scale. The
observationsare of a complicated design and much of the data are accumulated with the UVS slit significantly out
of the orbital plane.
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emission
brightness
from the left sideof Figure10 (dawnsideof the planet)is •160 tt at 10 Rs, essentially
the same
valueasthe VoyagerI preencounter
result[Broadfoot
et al.,

1981].Evidently
theatomic
hydrogen
abundance
in themagnetosphere
did not changesignificantlyin the 1-yearinterval
betweenVoyagerencounters.
DISCUSSION

The H distribution definedby the data shownin Figures1,
4, 5, 8, and 10 is distinctly different from the characteristics
derived in earlier research. The brightest regionsmeasured
by both spacecraftare within a few Rs of the planet suggesting that the dominant sourceis at or near Saturn. A
contribution from Titan is seenonly in the antisolar region
of the system. The preencounter scans show a preponderance of emissionon the dawnside of the system whereasthe
postencounter mosaic data show more emissionon the duskside. To reconcilethis, one may invoke one of the following

arguments:(1) The VoyagerI postencounter
imagesuffers
Fig. 7. RepresentativeVoyager I preencounterUVS scan conducted during the period 1981 DOY 239 to 256 accumulated to

from poor signal-to-noise in the outer regions of the system and the apparent duskside excessmay be an artifact

of poor statisticsand/or inaccuratebackgroundremoval,or

producethe H Ly a intensitiesin Figure 8. The Saturn system (2) the actualdistributionhasa complexthree-dimensional
is illustratedrotatedto align the verticaldirectionwith the long morphologywhich yields a brightnessdistribution highly dedimension of the UVS slit.
pendent upon viewer orientation. We discount the first pos-

sibilityon the groundthat the weakerouterregion(>22 Rs)
showsuniformity in local time after subtraction of the LISM
background. It is the brighter inner region that showslocal
time variability. A background differing from the Ajello et

175,

al. [1987]modelwouldproduceseverenonuniformityin the
140 -

outer regionbeforethe inner regiondistribution wouldbe significantly affected. The spatial morphologyof an H distribution yielding such radically different preencounter and postencounter intensity distributions cannot be simple; taken
together, these data sets exclude toroidM or otherwise axially symmetric distributionsof H in Saturn's magnetosphere.
Given the observed morphology, the Saturn dayside atmosphere appears to be the only reasonable source consistent
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70

35

with

-35
-30

the local time

variation.

The assumptions
made by Shemanskyand Smith [1982]

0

-2'0

i

-10

i

0

in suggestingthat Saturn was a major source were based
on a preliminary analysisof the Voyager I data reported by

1•)

2'0

30 Broadj•oot
et al. [1981].The latter workinferredthepresence
of a cavityin the atomichydrogen
distribution
in the region
it wasnecessary
Fig. 8. The H Ly a intensities obtained by sumxningthe scans inside8 Rs. Underthesecircumstances
that the magnetospheric
hydrogenwasmainlyin
conductedby VoyagerI of the form illustrated in Figure 7 (see to assume
Appendix B for specifictimes of observation).Contributionsdue stablesatelliteorbits,allowingthe formationof a cavityreto the Saturn sunlit atmospherehave been removedusing scaled gionthroughshortened
lifetimesin the higherplasmadenH2 band planetary intensities. A constant LISM backgroundhas
sity
inside
8
Rs.
Shernansky
andSmith[1982],in suggesting
also been subtracted.
that Saturnwasa majorsourceof themagnetospheric
hydrogen,simplyarguedthat giventhe calculatedsourceflux, the
major portionof the cloudmustbe formedof satelliteparticlescollisionally
produced
fromballisticandescaping
atoms.
Distance(Rs)

Fig. 9. Representative Voyager 2 preencounterUVS scan conducted during the period 1980 DOY 180 to 186
accumulatedto produce H Ly a intensitiesshownin Figure 5.
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with the H2 band electroglowphenomenon,could provide

adequatelyenergeticH fragments.(3) The abundance
of the

..

gasperpendicularto the orbital planeis roughlycomparable
to the abundance parallel to the plane on the dusksideof
the systemin the region inside •10 Rs. This characteristic
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cannot be explained with a source located at Titan's orbit
ß

(compareFiguresla and 3; see, for example,Hilton and
Hunten[1988]).The principalatomicsourcemusttherefore

lOO

be located on Saturn or in the ring system. Saturn's rings
have been consideredpreviouslyas a sourceof hydrogenand
oxygenin the system, stemming from Pioneer and Voyager
spacecraftobservationsof atomic hydrogenin the near-ring

5o
_

vicinity [seeIp, 1984, and references
therein]. However,a
postulated sourceat the rings has prohibitively seriousprob-40
-30
-20
-10
0
10
20
30
40
lems as an explanation for the observed distribution. The
Distance (Rs)
sourceat the rings would necessarilybe through photosputFig. 10. The H Ly c• emissionobtained by accumulatingscans tering in order to explain the local time characteristic.The
conductedby Voyager2 of the form illustratedin Figure 9 (see relative constancyof the hydrogen cloud since detection by
Appendix B for specifictimes of observation).Contributionsdue Weiseret al. [1977]is basicallyincompatiblewith the fac-

tor of •10 variationin the photosputteringsourcerate [Ip,
1984]. Moreover,loss rates for atomic hydrogenproduced

to planetary and LISM emissionshave been removed.
The

source distribution
in this scenario would be masked
in the rings are substantially greater than for the oxygen
by a relatively populous pool of longer-lived satellite atoms generatedin the sameprocess(Saturnis a major sink for

[Shemansky
and Smith, 1986]. However,Hilton and Hunten a ring sourceof hydrogen). Attempts to producea hydro[1988]usinga moredetailedMonte Carlo calculationinclud- gen coronafrom the ring sourcehave endedin the producing collisionaleffects,concludedthat the productionof satel- tion of prohibitivelylarge amountsof oxygen(W. H. Smyth,
1987). Finally, sourceratesfor the
lite atoms is a very inefficient processdelicately dependent privatecommunication,
on the source particle energy. This outcome is not entirely production of hydrogen from the rings by photosputtering
are2 or 3 orders
ofmagnitude
clearbecausethe Hilton and Hunten[1988]calculationswere (•1027atomss-•; Ip [1984])
based on a billiard ball collisional model, which does not in- too low for the requirements of the current observations.
clude the possibly significant effects of collisions in which
The Saturn Source
electron spins are opposed. A more accurate description of
the differential
momentum
transfer cross sections should be
On the basis of the above considerations,Saturn appears
explored.In any case,Hilton andHunten[1988]neededto in- to be the most viable source for both the atomic hydroclude a rather large sourceat Saturn to match the observed gen populationobservedgenerallyinsideTitan's orbit. The
distributions, particularly out of the orbital plane. Their generation of dissociatedatoms in the electroglowin the
required sourcerate tends to be incompatible with the pres- sunlit atmosphere naturally provides an explanation for the
enceof a cavity inside 8 Rs as interpreted by Broadfoot et al. nonuniformity in the local time distribution. The excitation
[1981].The resultspresentedhereindicatethat in fact there mechanismsare necessarilyconfined to electron reactions in
is a substantial population of H extending into the plane- the vicinity of and above the exobase. Photodissociationcantary atmosphere,
with densities
ashighas [HI • 100cm-3 not play a role becausethe rates are not of the required mag-

nitude (D. E. Shemansky,unpublishedmanuscript,1989)

between 2 and 10 Rs.

Three facts based on the present results point to Saturn

and because the bulk of production occurs several scale

as the major sourceof the cloud: 1) The radial distribution heightsbelow the exobase.However,as we have pointed out
extendsuniformlyinto the planetaryatmosphere.2) The above, the electron impact source rates calculated by Shedistinct nonuniformity(Figuresla and 4) of the gasin lo- manskyand Smith[1982,1986]are inadequate
to provide
cal time indicates

that the source is also nonuniform

in local

the flux required to explain the observed local time varia-

and Smith[1986]calculationbasedon
time. The lifetime of hydrogenatomsin the inner magneto- tion. The Shemansky
spherehas a minimum value of r ,,• 100 days against charge the observedH•. band electroglowemission,interpreted as
exchangeand electron ionization which is much longer than being produced by electrons with an effective temperature
either Saturn's rotational period or Titan's orbital period.
A steady sourcefrom Titan or the entire Saturn atmosphere
should therefore produce an axially symmetric distribution
becausethe atoms would have adequate time to fill the entire
azimuthal region. An observednonuniform distribution either means the source is nonuniform in local time or implies
a much shorter H lifetime causedby a physical processother
than charge exchange and electron ionization. We believe
the former case to be more likely and consider the most viable sourceregion the sunlit Saturn atmosphere. In this case,
the observed distribution

would be a reflection

of an ensem-

of 30 eV, predicteda total sourcerate of 3 x 10•9 atoms
s-• [seeSmithet al., 1982].The calculated
ratesare based
on estimates for the reactions shown in Table 1, with the

exceptionof the dissociativeattachmentprocess(seereaction (R14), Table 1). Table 2 showsa roughdescription
of
fragment energy ranges for selectedelectron excitation energies. Roughly 15% of the atomic productsare abovethe
escapeenergyfor Saturn. The triplet states of H,. tend to
produce atoms efficientlywith energiesnear 3 eV, the required energy to encounterthe rings. The applicationof a
crude approximation to the energy distribution by Sheman-

ble of exobaseatoms on ballistic trajectories passingthrough skyandSmith[1986],with the Smithet al. [1982]total flux,
the observedvolume. H2 dissociation,probably associated required most of the H atoms to be in satellite orbits in or-
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TABLE 1.

Hydrogen DissociationReactions

Reaction

Reactants

-• Products

R2•
R2•
R5
R6
R3a
R3•
R3c
R3d
R7
R8
R9
RI0

e + H2

--• H(•) + H(ls) + e
--• H(2p) + H(2s)+ e
--• H(•) + H--• H(ls) + H+ + 2e
-* He(B) + e
--• H2(D) + e
--• H2(B') + e
--• H2(B") + e
-• He(a,b,c,e,d,)
+e
-• He(c) + e
'-• He(a,c,e,d)+ e
--• He(b) + e

Rll

Subsequent Processes

He(B) --• He(X)+ by;He(X)--• 2H(ls)
He(D) --• H(2s) + H(ls)
He(B') --• H(2s) + H(ls)
H2(B")--• H(2s) + H(ls)

He(c)+ He(X) -• He(a)+ He(X)
He(a,c,e,d)--•He(b) + hv
He(b)--• 2H(ls)

R12

-• 2H+ + 2e

--•He++e

I%+

R13
R14

--• H(•) + H(ls)
--• H•' (a,b,c)

H•-(a,b,c) -+ 2H(ls) + e

m
m6

+ i%+

m.(x) +

TABLE 2.

Process

Dissociationof H2 by Electron Impact

FragmentEnergya
eV

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

H+

He(B)--• He(X)--• 2H(ls)
0.04
H(2p) + H(ls)
2.
H(2s) + H(ls) predissociation 0.16
H(2s) + H(2p) dissociation
2.8
H(3t) + H(ls) predissociation 0.33c
H(3œ)-[-H(ls) dissociation
4.7
H(nœ),n>7 dissociation
2.8
H+ + H(ls) dissociation
6.
He(b) --• 2H(ls) dissociation 2.

and
-

1.
8.
1.
12....
0.42c
8.7
12....
11....
7.

o'(10-17 cm2)
15 ø

200

0.48
0.13
0.04

1.38

50 o
2.39

100 ø
2.04

1.30

2.34

2.36

0.65

1.41

1.24

0.14

0.16

0.056

0.18

0.021

0.024

ßßß

0.28

0.55

ßßß

17.

1.75

0.009

18.7

20.4

8.5

6.6

,•-,0.6

,•.,0.6

0.35

0.41

...
...

18.

ßß.

0.19

m.
He(d)--• He (a)
TOTAL

H(nœ)Yield > 3 eV

......

......

•0.2
,•.,0.2
0.18
0.20
H(nœ)
Yield> 5 eV
......
aApproximate
fragmentenergyrange.The directionally
dependent
H escape
energyfromSat-

urn'sexobase
is 5.7-6.3 eV; 2-3 eV atomswillpopulatetheringsand>4.9 eV atomswillpopulate
the >8 Rs region.

bElectron
impactenergy
(eV).
CFragments
producedat two discreteenergies.

der to accountfor the observedgas. The sourceparticles that a straightforward translation of He band intensitiesinto
in ballisticandescaping
orbitscalculatedby Shemansky
and atomichydrogenfluxesfrom the top of the atmospherewould
Smith[1986]accounted
for only20-25% of the total pop- be in error by more than •40%. But the relationshipbeulation of the gas. The currentobservations
requirethat tween EUV emission and dissociation rates is sensitive to
at least half of the population is in nonstable orbits. The electrontemperature.The efficiency
of dissociation
by elecrequiredflux mustthen be roughly3 timesthe valuegiven trons relativeto productionof EUV radiationrisesrapidly
by Shemansky
and Smith[1986]or •10 søatomss-•. The with decreasing
electrontemperature
belowT½• 30 eV [see
difference
betweenthe calculatedand requiredvaluesgoes Shemansky,
1985].However,the characterof the EUV emiswell beyond the uncertainties in crosssectionsfor the known sionchanges
at low electrontemperaturesand the signature
dissociative
reactions.The energydistributionin the source of electronsat temperaturesTe < 30 eV doesnot appearin
is roughlyestimatedbut is not expectedto accountfor the Saturnspectra(D. E. Shemansky,
unpublished
manuscript,
discrepancy. The recently measuredexcitation attachment 1989). The analysisbasedon a singleelectrontemperature
crosssection(J. M. Ajello et al, unpublished
manuscript, is consistentwith the observedspectrumand thereforedoes
1989)suggests
that a contributionfrom dissociative
attach- not allow flexibility in the estimated dissociationrate. Howment ((R14), Table 1) may providean increasedrate but ever,if electricfieldsare involvedin the excitationprocess,
not sufficientto makeup the factorof 3 deficiencywith ob- a singleelectrontemperaturemay not be a goodrepresenservation.Giventhe presentstate of understanding
of hy- tation of energy distribution. A multitemperature electron
drogenreactions
andabsolute
quantities,
it appearsunlikely distributionat differentaltitudescouldpossiblyprovidethe
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required rates, but detailed calculationsare necessaryto ex-

sonand Sittler, 1990],wouldbe rapidlyremovedby charge

plore the range of parametersallowingcompatibilitywith

exchange. This conclusionwas basedon two assumptions:
that the sourcerate of the heavy ions is very hmited and

the observedspectrum.

that the heavyion is correctlyidentifiedas O+. Two more

The nonuniformdistributionin local time appearsto be
qualitatively compatiblewith an atmosphericsourceon the
sunlit hemisphere. Ballistic flight times for atomic hydro-

recent considerationshave altered this scenarioby suggest-

ing (1) that the sourcerate may be verymuchlargerthan
the Eviatar [1984]originalestimate[seePospieszalska
and
Johnson,1989;Johnsonet al., 1989],and (2) that the major
ion maybe H20+ ratherthanO+[EviatarandRichardson,
In addition, there are no strong observationalconstraints 1990]. Barbosa[1990]has recentlydiscussed
conditionsin
gen would be typically a few hours. The 10-hour rotation
period would then tend to provide a bias toward the duskside of the system especiallywithin 10 Rs of the planet.
on the H source distribution

over local time on the sun]it

the magnetosphere,arguingthat diffusionplays a significant
role in determining plasma conditions. We also argue that
diffusion must be significantly fast but for a very different
reason, and we arrive at different conclusions,as discussed

exobase;a nonuniformsourcecould also generatea bias toward the dusk sector. A dusk sectorexcessis generallyconsistent with the Voyager 1 postencounterobservations.But
the preencounterobservationsperformed by both spacecraft
show brighter signalson the dawnside of the planet. These
data sets may be reconciled if the distribution has a complex three-dimensionalmorphologythat yieldslarger column
densitieson the dawnsidefrom the preencounterperspectives
and on the dusksidefrom the Voyager 1 postencounterview.

We introducetwo additional considerationshere in regard
to the basicplasmaproperties. First, the energybudgetmust
be examined quantitatively to determine the sink required to
maintain the cold electron population against coulombheating. We concludebelow that coohugof the electronscannot

For instance, one speculative H distribution that is consistent

be accommodated
by the assumed
O+ alone. The coohug

with

both data

sets is one where

the dawnside

below.

medium

distribution

for the cold electrons in our view has therefore

not

beenidentifiedwith observedspecies.Second,we arguethat
diffusionmust play a significantrole in controlhugconditions
in the plasma in order to explain the basicobservedplasma
propertiesas derivedby Richardsonand Siftlet [1990]. The
two points are in fact hnked together,sincethe energybudget dependson diffusive loss rate in an internally consistent
calculation. In our calculations described below, the diffusive loss rate is determined essentially by the requirement

extends greater distances from the planet but is confined
much more to the orbital plane than on the duskside. From
the preencounterperspectivethe dawnsideexcesswould appear becauseof the greater radial extent of the dawnside
cloud which would increase pathlengths and column densities. However, from the postencounter perspective, if the
dawnsideH distribution were significantlymore confinedto
the orbital plane than on the duskside, the dawnside column densitieswould be lower, resultingin strongeremission
from the duskside. We do not claim that this speculative
H distribution actually exists; its purpose here is to illustrate that the preencounter and postencounterUVS H Ly a
observationstaken together suggestan H distribution with
complex spatial morphology. The spatial structure of the
actual H distribution should depend dehcately on the H ki-

of a balancedenergybudget. Richardsonet al. [1986]have
consideredthe physical chemistry of the plasma in the inner
magnetosphere,but do not examinethe energybudget, and
utilize a very long diffusivelosstime suchthat diffusionplays

no rolein the dynamicsof the system.Barbosa[1990]argues
that diffusionplays a significantrole, but the plasmaenergy
budgetas in the caseof Richardsonet al. [1986]is not con-

neticenergydistributionat the Saturnsource[seeHilton and sideredin his model. The intricaciesrelating to the plasma
sheetare illustrated by consideringthe propertiesat a single
Hunten,1988].
Plasma Dynamics in the Inner Ma9netosphere

The plasma in the magnetosphereis seriouslyaffected by
the presence of neutrals. The plasma content of the Saturn magnetospherehas been determined mainly by the in
situ measurementsof the Voyager Plasma Scienceexperi-

radial location, L = 5.5. The basic physical characteristics
of the gas at this location appear to be generally applicable throughoutthe equatorial plane outsidethe ring region.
We present the basis for the argument briefly below, with
the understandingthat the processesmust be consideredin
more detail

ment (PLS) [Brid9e et al., 1981, 1982]. Both protonsand

to obtain

a more definite

resolution.

Heavy ions in this region detected by the Voyager PLS

heavy ions were detected. The heavy ions, initiMly identi- havebeeninterpreted
as O+ [Brid9eet al., 1981]. In this
fiedasO+ , couldnotbereadflydistinguished
fromionswith interpretation,typical densitiesat 4.5 Rs (L = 5.5) in the
similarmass-per-charge
ratiossuchasN+ , OH+ , andH20+ . equator
are[H+] • 3 cm-3, [O+1• 30cm-3, [el• 33cm-3
Multiply ionizedspecies
nearthe massper chargeof O++ [Richardsonand Siftlet, 1990]. Table 3 showsthe plasma
were not detected and must be less than 10% of the total ion

population. The plasma environment has been modeled by

parametersmodeledby Richardsonand Siftlet [1990] , in
whichit is assumedthat the major heavyion is O+. This

Richardsonand Siftlet [1990]usingthe VoyagerPLS exper- speciesis lost mainly by the followingreactions:
imental data. Two populations of electrons are consistent
with the data: a suprathermal population with mixing ra-

tio 1-2% and a cold componentwith a significantlylower
temperaturethan the ions, Ti/T,c • 10. Our estimateof H

densityis ..• 100cm-a in the r < 8 Rs region.Richardson
and Eviatar [1987]on the basisof modelcalculationshave

O+ + e• O+++ 2e

(R17)

O+ q-O -• O q-O+
O+ + H -• H+ q-O
0 + , diffusion.

(R18)
(R19)
(R20)

argued against the presenceof atomic hydrogenin amounts Although(R18) doesnot represent
a net lossof O+, it does

[H]> 2 cm-3 in theregionr < 8 Rs. If theH densitygreatly indicate a loss of mass from the volume that must be reexceeds
this value,they arguethat the O+, behevedto be placed by the source. Becausethe majority of electrons are
presentasthe dominantion in the plasmasheet[seeRichard- cold with T•c • 4 eV at L = 5.5, physical chemistry rates
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at the Saturn

0 + e -• O+ + 2e

(R21)

O + O+ -* O+ + O

(R18)

O+H +•O ++H

(R22)

O + hv -• O+ + e.

(R23)

Magnetic Equator, L=5.5

Density,cm-3

Species

Temperature,eV

ec

31.7

4.0

eh
o+
H+

0.4
29.0
2.7

130.0
90.0
15.0

From Richardsonand Siftlet[1990].

Of this set, reactions(R21) and (R18) definethe loss as

important role in controllingconditionsin the plasma. Given

shownby the rates given in Table 4. The equilibrated state
of the gas in the model dependsprincipally on the assumed
relative rates of injection of the neutral speciesand ion diffusive lossprobability. It is beneficial at this point to discuss

the measured

basic differences in rate processesused here and those of

preferentially reduce moleculesto neutral dissociationproducts. The hot electron population detected by the Voyager

PLS experiment[Richardsonand Siftlet, 1990]alsoplaysan
electron environment

and the reactions identi-

Richardsonet al. [1986].

fied in Table 4, we find that the sourceparticles for the forma-

tion of O+ mustbe dominatedby atomicoxygen,mainlyin

The principal differences in rate processesutilized by

order to reproduce the observedratio of heavy to light ions.
The lossof atomic oxygen from the volume is controlled by
the reactions,

Richardsonet al. [1986]and thosecontainedin Table 4 are
the direct electron impact dissociationreactionsof the molecular species. These reactions are not included by Richardson

TABLE 4. Saturn Magnetosphere Processes

kij
10-ø cm3 s-1

Reaction
R17

O + + e --• O ++ + 2e

R18

O+ + O--• O + O+
O+ +H--•H + + O

R19
R36
R54
R55

0.33

10.5
7.0

O+ + 02.•.0•+ + O
O+ +OH•OH
O+ +OH-•H

[Nj]
cm-3
31.7

Pi
10-s s-1
1.03
435ß

2.7

100ß

70.

16.5

...

+ + O
+ +O2

...
.-.

.

36.
36.

R23

1.4
7.0
9.9
...

R24

H + q-e • H q- H

R25

H•
diffusion
••
Ha totalloss

...
ßßß

R26

Haq-e --•H2
+ q-2e

0.95

31.7

3.0

R27

Ha + e--•H+
Ha+hy•H+H

2.83
...

31.7

9.0

R22
R18

O total lossb

R28

ß ßß

H+e

R29

Ha+hy•Ha + +e

R3O

Ha +hy•H+H+
Ha total loss•

R31
R32
R33
R34

o+

31.0

+e

o+

O•
' +e-•O+
+e--• +Opd
c
total loss•
O + O + e

R45
R37
R46

OH+ + Oa• OH+ O•
+

OH + diffusion a
OH + total lossb

32.8

98.3

11.8

ßßß

240.

ßßß

338.

21.7

15.3

ß ßß

21.5

...
ßßß
6.8
36.0
36.0
12.5
14.0

ßßß

4.8

3.4
383.
129.
3400.
21000.

1.X10

12.4

93.3

31.7

68.8

16.8

31.7

48.5

24.

15.0

77.

ß ßß

ßßß
31.7

132.
68.2

8.8
17.0

31.7

9.1

127.

29.0

6.09

190.

ßßß

0.56

2070.

ßßß

6.60

ßßß

0.058

.

ßßß

31.7

175.

12.8
53.7

114.

31.7

114.

10.1
10.1

18.

22.8

50.9

18.

25.5

45.4

28.2

41.0

.

ßß-

326.

.

20000.

21.6

31.7

ßßß

.

90.6

0.20
ßßß
ßßß

40.3
5030.

35.3

0.010

''.

R44

0.23

0.054

Oa +h•--• O+ + O + e
Oa total loss•
OH + + e -• H + O
OH + + e-• H + + 0 + e
OH + + e • H + O+ + e
OH+ + HaO -•' O + H3O+
OH + + HaO --• OH + HaO +

R43

612.

ßßß

Oa +hi/--•O+O

R42

1.89
28.7

ßßß

R4O
R41

ßßß

31.7

261.

...

R39

R38

ßßß

2.1

4.44

...
ßßß

2.9
2.1
0.20
-..

R37

2.7
29.0

39.

561.

0.34

Oa+ e • (O + O+)and(O2
+) +2e
Oa+ O+ -• 02+ + O
Oa+ OH+ -• OH+ 02+
Oa+ hi/--• O• +e

R35
R36

31.7

30.

ßßß

••diffusiøna ...
Oa + e•

ßßß

.

...

O + e • O+ + 2e
O+H+
-•O + +H
O + O+ -• O + O+
O+h•O
+ +e

ß ..

.

.-.

...
ß ßß

R21

1120ß

414ß

O + diffusion •
O + total lossb

R2O

ri
days

.

3.6

.
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for the conditions
selectedby
et al. [1986]. Two otherdifferences
leadingto significantly The partitioningof species
divergentconclusions
are the neglectof the process
ionizing Richardsonet al. [1986]are givenin lowerhalf Table 5,
describedbriefly above.
O+ to produce
O++ (1{17)by Richardson
et al. [1986]and calculatedusingthe methodology
their utilization of a very long ion diffusivelosstime. We Theseresultsare characterizedby small neutral speciespopfind that giventhe sameconditions,the resultsobtainedby u]ations becauseof assumedvery long diffusiveloss times
of source
species
in this
Richardsonet al. [1986] can be reproducedin our calcu- (rd = 35 years).The partitioning
lations to a satisfactory approximation. The plasma mode] casedoesnot providethe relative light and heavyion popu]ations obtained from the observations. More important]y,
ogydescribed
by Shemansky
[1988].The calculation
is based the results for this case in Table 5 show that most of the

basedon the rates of TaMe 4 is obtainedusingthe methodol-

O+ has been convertedto O++ . The crucialpoint here is
that the VoyagerPLS experimentrulesout the presence
of
measurable
O++, andthe suppression
of this species
can be
obtainedonlyby increasing
the diffusivelossprobability.We
note that Frank et a/.[1980]arguedthat the Pioneer11 re-

on a volumetricaverage,and sourceinjection rates are uniform in the plasma volume. The sourcerates of the neutral speciesrequiredto maintain the systemin steadystate
are dictated by the aggregatelossprocesses
in the plasma.
The neutral speciesdensitiesin the gas are thereforedeterminedinternally to the mode]calculation,dictated by physical chemistry,the imposeddiffusivelosstime, and the electron parametersfixed by the VoyagerPLS experiment.
TABLE 4.

Reaction
R47

OH + e --+ O + H + e

R48
[t49
R50
R51

OH
OH
OH
OH

+
+
+
+

e --+ OH + + 2e
e-+ O+ + H + 2e
e --+ H + + O + 2e
hy --+ OH + + e

suitsweremorecompatible
withthepresence
of O++ than
O+, basedon bestfits to ion velocitydistributions.How-

ever,theFranket a/.[1980]
analysis
alsopointed
to He+ as
(continued)

10 -9 cm 3 s-1
1.09

2.17
0.77
0.36
......

cm-3
31.7

31.7
31.7
31.7

R52

OH + h•, -+ O + H

......

R53
[t54
1t55

OH + H + -+ OH + + H
OH + O+ -• OH + + O
OH + O+ -+ H + + O2

0.30
0.30
0.12

R56
R57
R58
R59

7.4
31.8
8.05
......
......
1.6
0.55
0.34
0.067

31.7
31.7
31.7

R60
R61
R62
R63

H20 + + e -+ OH + H
H20 + + e -+ OH+ + H + e
H20 + + e --+ OH + H + + e
H20 + diffusiona
H20 + total lossb
H20 + e -+ H20 + + 2e
H20 + e -+ OH + + H + 2e
H20 + e --• H + +pd c
H20 + e ---+O+ +pd c

R64

H20 + e -+ H + OH + e

17.6

R65
R44
R45

H20 + H + -+ H20 + + H
H20 + OH+ -+ O + H30 +
H20 + OH+ --+ OH + H20 +

8.8
12.5
14.0

R67
R68

H20 + hy -+ OH + H
H20 + hy -+ H2 + O

......
......

R69
R70
R71

H20 + hy --• H20 + + e
H20 + hy -+ OH+ + H + e
H20 + h•, -+ O+ + H2 + e

......
......
......

H2O total lossb
H30 + +e--+ OH+ +H2 +e
H30 + + e --+ OH + H2

......
.........
...

H3O+ diffusiona

......

OH total lossb

R72
R73
R74

H30 + total lossb

6.88
2.45
1.13
0.37

0.081
0.87
0.35

1330.
3300.

31.7
31.7
31.7
31.7
31.7

55.6

2.7
......
......

11.5
45.4
43.4
6.6

228.
669.
1060.
5450.

20.8

2.38

487.

0.37
0.061
0.006

31.7

.

.

.

777.
19000.

2.xlO 5
14.7
,

,

.

,

,

,

.

.

.

.

.. ß
25.3
25.3
1.38

841.

11.

105.

......

34.3

N + total lossb

......

46.6

45.8

45.8

.

100.

31.7
ß.....
2.7

34.

25.

5.45

212.
.

...
0.2

5790.

5.6

205.

aDiffusionrate, (Pi)diff, is proportional
to species
charge/mass
ratio.
bMinimumtotal lossrate is tabulatedbecausesomelossprocesses
are neglected.
tUnknowndissociation
product(s).

.

.

3130.

78.6
36.

,

109.

10.6
1.49

N + diffusiona

......

61.0
14000.

49.6

R78

N total lossb

1020.
3100.

33.4

......

1.72
10.
...
......

168.
472.

23.3
101.
25.5
26.7
176.
5.07
1.73
1.09
0.21

N + + e --+ N ++ + 2e
N + + N -+ N + N +
N + + H -+ H + + N

N + e --+ N + + 2e
N + N + -+ N + + N
N+H + -+N + +H
N + h•, -+ N + + e

335.

34.7

R75
R76
R77

R79
R76
RS0
RS1

days

19.1

2.7
29.0
29.0

......

0.43
10.......
1.1

10-8 s-1
3.45
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TABLE 5. Model of Plasma Partitioning 4.5 Rs in the Saturn Magnetosphere

[O]

[N]"

414.

[HI
[OH]
[H•.O]
[O+ ]
rd = 40 days,[ne]= 31.8 cm-3
136.

120.

ß .....

2800.

ß .....

35.5

18.2

24.5

15.1

350.

[H+ ]

[O++ ]

3.29

0.43

[H20+]
1.05

.........

.

.

.

ß ........

.

.

.

rd -- 35 years,[ne]-- 31.8cm--3
[N]a

0.82

0.61

]•b
I;"c

0.059
1.38

......
......

0.02

0.01

2.71

0.0074
0.17

.........
.........

0.59

14.2

0.0004
.

,

.

.

,

.

Numberdensity(cm-3).
Volumetricsourcerate (10-6 cm-3 s-1).
Totalsourcerate(1024s-1) for torusr = I Rs, R = 5.5 Rs.
the dominant low mass per charge ion. We have assumed contribute. We emphasizethat the present results are prethat the Voyager PLS result is applicable. Richardsonet al. hminary. Further researchin physical chemistry and source

[1986]neglected
the production
of O++, leavingO+ as the processesis required to establish more definitive statements
terminal

ion in their

results.

The

inclusion

of dissociative

reactionsin our calculationsrelegatesmolecular ions to the
category of minor speciesunder all assumedconditions. If
we take the reactionsin Table 4 as basically correct, the major heavy ion in the plasma must be atomic. Ion diffusive
lossplays no role in the terminal plasma condition calculated

on critical rate processes.

SinceO++ is observationally
hmitedto 10%of the ion
population,diffusivelossrates (reaction(R20)) mustbe of
the order given in Table 4. The diffusivelossrate derived by

Barbosa[1990]is similar to the valuewe obtain in Table 5.
The Barbosa[1990] calculationsappear to hmit lossrates

by Richardsonet al. [19S6]. The presenceof the observed by adjusting the neutral speciescontent downwardin order

anisotropy
(A -- T•./Tii - 1) of 5 [Richardson
and Eviatar, to hmit loss rates to the value establishedby Johnsonet al.
content
1988] in the heavy ions would be impossibleto reproduce [1989].In the presentcalculationsthe neutralspecies
under the conditions imposed by the present rate processes is dictated by physical chemistry and the requirement for
(Table4) for longdiffusivelosstimes.The rate processes
in approximate balance in the energy budget.
our calculations therefore produce results incompatible with
Energy balance in the plasma has not been considered
observation on several counts when the parameters applied quantitatively in previous work. The cold pool of electrons

by Richardsonet al. [1986]are implemented.As discussed measuredby the PLS instrument must absorbenergy from
below, energy balance in the plasma sheet also becomes a
seriousproblem under these conditions.
Table 5 shows the calculated state of the plasma after the apphcation of source conditions and diffusive loss
rates necessary to reproduce the basic observational con-

the ions and hot electrons in the volume.

The coulomb col-

hsional rates for these processesare given in Table 6. The
dominant flow is from the hot electrons, with a total rate of

70 x 10-17 ergscm-3 s-1. The coldelectrons
loselessthan
10%of this sourceto O+ and about28% to atomichydro-

straints (ra = 40 days). A range of hererogenous
source gen. The remainder is approximately accountedfor by the
partitioning and diffusive losstimes will provide satisfactory predictedquantitiesof atomicoxygenand OH (Table6). It
results, but we do not explore this parameter space here.
Assuming the ion diffusive loss rates are proportional to
the speciescharge-to-massratio, we find that a large hererogenoussource of atomic oxygen is required in order to
provide the requisite relative numbers of heavy and hght
ions. The diffusive loss time is dictated by the necessity

is thereforenot possibleto accountfor the population of cold
electronsin the plasmasheet without invokingthe presence
of substantial numbers of neutral species. The cold electrons
in the plasma are heated at a rate representinga 3-day time
constantfor relaxation upward to an asymptotic 130 eV. The

presence
of E ring particlesasdiscussed
by Hood[1989],may
to suppress
O++ to the extentrequiredby observation
and contribute to electron coohug, but as discussedbelow, this
factor is not hkely to be significant. In fact, the particle distribution showsstrong radial variations, and the differences
in the calculatedflow of energy at larger radial locationsremain of an order comparable to the values given here for
L = 5.5. Although nitrogen has an intrinsically larger raGiventhe valuesin Table4, thelossof atomic diative cooling efficiency,it is not expected to be presentin

to provide an approximate balance in the energy budget.
The higher sourceand lossrates provide basic compatibihty
with t•te observedquantity of atomic hydrogen determined
in the present analysis. Atomic oxygen is the dominant neutral in the plasma sheet in this scenario, with a density of

•400 cm-a .
oxygenby symmetricchargeexchangeand ionization(reac- the innerregionin sufficientquantitieslip, 1990]to affectthe
tions(R18) and (R21)) requiresthat the atomsbe replaced flow of energy.Nitrogenmay play a largerrole in the plasma
at a rate of • 10-4 cm -a s-•.

In the volume contained in
an assumed torus of 1 Rs minor radius and 4.5 Rs major

sheet at radial locations beyond •10 Rs, but discussionof
plasmain the outer regionis beyondthe scopeof this paper.

radius,with volumeV= 2.0 x 10al cma, thelossrate of O is

Richardsonand Eviatar [1988]havepointedout that the

•3 x 102?atomss-•' (Table5). Thisrateis 3 orders
ofmag- heavyion pitch angleanisotropyis large with accompanying
nitudelargerthan the valueestimatedby Eviatar [1984]and kinetic energiesnear the corotarion pickup value. They are
m30 timeslargerthan the Johnsonet al. [1989]estimatefor able to explain the distribution if the ion is a water group
ion sputtering of the icy satellite surfaces.Although this rate
is substantially larger than the previous estimates, there is
an inherent difficulty in translating laboratory surfacereactions to icy satellite surfaces,and other possiblesourcesmay

molecule, through the short dissociative recombination hfe-

times. If the ion is O+ according
to the argumentabove,
the anisotropy cannot be explained in the same way. In this

case,the O+ ionis maintainedwith highanisotropy
andnear
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TABLE 6. Energy Transport in the Saturn
Magnetosphere at L = 5.5
Rate

Species
Source

Sink

8.0

ec

5030.

Total

ec
ec
ec
ec
Total

The data presented in this article consist of three sets
of previously unpublished UVS observations of the Saturn

7.3 a

systemconductedby both Voyagerspacecraft.Voyager1

63?

postencountermosaic data obtained when the spacecraftwas
26ø out of the equatorialplane havebeenaccumulatedto pro-

70. c

5.8
0.006
11.
0.06

cold electron

AND CONCLUSIONS

erg cm-3 s- 1

flow to cold electrons

O+ d
O+e
N +d
N +e

SUMMARY

10-17

erg cm3 s- 1
ec

the energyis depositedat the exobase.

Rate

10-20

eh

rate would raise the predicted value to Too = 480 K if all of

Factors

Coefficient

O+
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ducean imageof the H Ly a emissiondistribution(Figure1).

5.3
ßßß
ßßß
ßßß

loss to ions

The distribution showsemissionextendingfrom Titan's orbit
to the Saturn upper atmosphere, nonuniform in local time in
the region inside 18 Rs with a preponderanceof emissionon
the dusksideof the system. The Voyager I postencounterintensities are comparable to those measured in preencounter
sequencesobtained with the spacecraftnearly in the equatorial plane implying an H distribution with comparableabundances within and perpendicular to the equatorial plane on

5.3 c

ec

Od

2.2

28.!

ec

Oe

1.1

14.

ec
ec
ec

OHd
OHe
Nd

1.9
6.8
8.0

2.2h
7.5i
0.13g

ec

Ne

1.4

0.02

ec

Hd

4.5

ec

He

the duskside of the system. Excess emission associated with

20.!

the orbit of Titan is detectedin the antisolarregion (i.e.,
1200 to 2400 LT). The VoyagerI and 2 preencounter
data

0.87

3.8

Total cold electron loss to neutrals

76.5

sets, however, show no peak in emission associatedwith Ti-

tan's orbit (Figures8 and 10). The preencounter
intensities

a Coulomb½omsio•transfer[seeSpitzer,1962, equations(5)(al)l.
5.87Ae Ai

_ [e]Ze2Z•
Teq
œnA
(•Te
_{_
Ai)
•
A = 2.zeziea '
• The •ting

--

1

EeEi) ergs- ion-•

'
casein w•ch the hot electronms velocitymu•

exceedsthe ms velodty of the field p•ticles [Spitzer, 1962, equ•

tions

data

sets.

The observed nonuniform emission within 10 Rs of the

wa AD= 8•e4[ec]tnA
1
ts= •;
'•
; d•_
at ---- 2•
t, ; •e = [.m,.

planet indicates that a substantial fraction of the H population is composedof atoms in balhstic and escapingtrajectories from a nonuniform sourceat Saturn. The required source

.

c The major heavyion is assreed to be O+ .
a Ratarive cooing.
e Io•zation.

Y Densities
(cm-3) i•e•ed frommodelcMc•ationsgivenin
Table 5; [O] = 414; [H] = 136; [OH/ = 36; [H20] = 18.
•d
•d

•ssociation.
•ssociative io•zation.

J No attempt has beenmadeto a•eve exacteq•brim

rate at Saturn is crudelyestimatedto be 103ø atomss-•.
Photoexcitation

cannot

contribute

and the

source mecha-

nism is attributed to electron interaction in the vicinity of
the exobase and in the exosphere. The required source of

a RoughvMuefrom5 [1990];[N] = 0.5 cm-3 .
• Ra•ation
i Io•zation

measured by both spacecraft increasemonotonically toward
the planet. The preencounter scans reveal more emission on
the dawnside of the system than the duskside. This may
be reconciledwith the Voyager I postencounterdusksideexcessif there exists a complex H distribution with significant
radial and azimuthal variations. Simple, axially symmetric
toroidal or disklike distributions are precluded by the new

atomichydrogenfrom the Saturnupper atmosphere
can acin

count for the observed thermospheric temperature. The ex-

flow of energy in the model cMc•ation.

cessemissionobservedin the antisolar region near 20 Rs
implies that Titan is also a significant sourceof atomic hycorotationenergyby symmetricchargeexchangewith atomic drogen and probably dominatesin the region outside 18 Rs.
A preliminary examination of the dynamics of the plasma
oxygen, with a hfetime of m3 days. Without the presenceof
large numbersof neutrals generatedby high sourcerates, the sheet in the inner magnetosphereindicates on several counts
O+ wouldrelaxto isotropyandloseits dominance
through that substantial numbers of neutral speciesmust be present.
conversion to O ++.
If H•.O chemistry is the source of the heavy ion plasma, the
Implied Heating of the Saturn Upper Atmosphere

The large sourceof atomic hydrogenrequiredby the observed magnetosphericdistribution implies that the Saturn
atmospherein the interaction region must be heated by the
downward neutral flux component. Recent calculations of

thermal depositionrates by the dissociationprocess(Stro-

majorionmustbe O+ according
to ouranalysis.
A relatively
short diffusive loss time is then required in order to explain

(1) the nondetection
of O++, (2) the observed
largeheavy
ion pitchangleanisotropy,
(3) the existence
of O+ against
chargeexchangelossesto the significantpopulation of atomic

hydrogen,and (4) the existenceof the dominantpopulation
of cold electrons in the plasma sheet. The density of neutral

bel and Shemdusky,
unpublished
manuscript,1988) using oxygen atoms in the plasma sheet required to explain the
the Shemduskyand Smith [1986]sourceestimatesfall short observed
heavyion/lightion populationratio is •400 cm-a
of predicting the measuredthermospherictemperature, with
near4.5 Rs, for an O+ diffusivelosstime of •40 days.The
an optimistic value Too = 340 K compared to the measured densityof OH presentis predictedto be •40 cm-3. The
Too = 420 K. However, the increased source rates required
by the current observations can provide the required collisional heating. A factor of 2 increasein energy deposition

inferred densitiesof atomic oxygen and OH would account
for most of the energylossrequired to maintain the observed
pool of cold electrons.
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APPENDIX

A: VOYAGER

POSTENCOUNTER

1 UVS

SATURN

mentioned above all appear in the spectra, only the H Ly c•

MOSAIC

(1216J•) linehasanadequate
signal-to-noise
ratiotojustify
analysiS.The UVS dark count spectrumis representativeof

This appendix discussesthe data reduction and background removal processesused to create Figure 1, which

the particle and radiation noise in the spacecraft environ-

shows the H Ly c• emission from the Saturn system as de-

ment [Broadfootet al. 1977; Holberg1986]. It is mainly

terminedfrom a summationof 18 scansperformedby Voy- due to a marginal UVS sensitivity to radiation emitted from
thermoelectric
generators
(RTG), the spaceagerI in the period 1980DOY 324-343 (6 to 25 dayspos- the radioisotope
craft
nuclear
power
supply.
During
planetary
encountersthe
tencounter).Thesescansweredesignedto providecomplete
coverageof the Saturn systemwithin and just beyondthe orbit of Titan. Table A1 givesthe Voyager I spacecraftevent
times and FDS counts of the sequencesused in the summation. The planet-spacecraftrange, also given in Table A1,
varied from 8.64 x 106 to 3.35 x 107 km.

During the periods given in Table A1, the Voyager UVS
obtained 126 hours of total exposuretime composedof spectra 3.84 s in duration. These spectra are summed into I Rs
by I Rs integration elementsaccordingto the intersectionof
the UVS central line of sight with the summationplane which
is the plane passingthrough the centerof the planet, perpendicular to the planet-spacecraft line. The planet-spacecraft
line intersectsthe orbital plane at an angleof about 26ø so
the orbit of Titan traces out an ellipse with semimajor and
semiminor axes of •20

Rs and •8

Rs in the summation

plane. Becauseof the 26ø declination,each I Rs by I Rs
squareelement in the summation plane correspondsto a rectangular element in Titan's orbital plane measuring 1.0 Rs
by 2.4 Rs.
TABLE A1.

Voyager 1 Saturn Postencounter

Mosaic Scan Information, 1980

Initial FDS

Final FDS

Planet - s/c

DOY

Onset

hours

At

Count

Count

Range, km

324.23
325.11
326.00
326.97
328.85
330.08
331.18
332.17
333.16
334.15
335.15
336.15
337.15
338.17
339.15
340.14
342.14
343.13

6.58
6.58
6.58
6.58
17.98
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31

35127:08
35153:33
35179:57
35209:18
35258:33
35302:43
35335:50
35365:21
35395:01
35424:58
35454:53
35484:47
35514:55
35545:27
35574:44
35604:38
35664:27
35694:22

35135:21
35161:46
35188:10
35217:31
35281:01
35310:35
35343:42
35373:13
35402:56
35432:50
35462:45
35492:39
35522:47
35553:19
35582:36
35612:30
35672:19
35702:14

8.46 (6) a
9.81 (7)
1.10 (7)
1.23 (7)
1.48 (7)
1.64 (7)
1.78 (7)
1.91 (7)
2.04 (7)
2.17 (7)
2.31 (7)
2.44 (7)
2.57 (7)
2.70 (7)
2.83 (7)
2.96 (7)
3.22 (7)
3.35 (7)

a8.46(6) = 8.46 X 106.
Each integration element in the summation plane representsan accumulatedVoyager UVS spectrum. After correc-

dark counts can vary in rate as well as change in spectral
shape due to magnetosphericradiation. For these mosaic
scansequences,however,the spacecraftwas far enoughfrom
the Saturn magnetosphereto allow a normal correctionfor
radiation background. The Galactic H Ly c• backgroundhas

beenshownto be lessthan 20 R [Wu et al. 1981]and any
galactic continuum emission lying in the H Ly c• channel
range is small comparedto the LISM scatteredH Ly c• com-

ponent [Holberg1986]. We neglectthe galacticcontribution
in H Ly c• in the analysis.
Both the stellar ultraviolet continuum radiation lying in
the H Ly c• channels and the resonantly scattered LISM
H Ly c• are nontrivial backgroundsand are explicitly removed from the data. LISM H Ly c• contamination from
the UVS occultation port is also removed. After these subtractions we perform a two-dimensionalsmoothingand plot
the resulting image in Figure l a.
Stellar Continuum Background Removal

The Saturn postencountertrajectory of VoyagerI curved
up and out of the echptic plane. The spacecraft-planetpoint-

ing changedfrom a right ascension
(a) and declination(e)
(earth mean equatorial,1950) of 58.2ø and-31.5ø on 1980
DOY 324 to 58.8ø and -32.5ø on 1980DOY 343. Duringthis
time the angular projection of the semimajor axis of Titan's
orbitM ellipse decreasedfrom about 8.2ø to 2.0ø becauseof
increasingplanet-spacecraftrange. The stellar flux detected

between950 and 1170J• is plottedin FigureA1. Notice,
the west ansa region as well as the region directly south of
the planet are the areas most contaminated by stellar background. For the spectra correspondingto theseintegration
elements

we estimated

the stellar

continuum

contribution

in

the H Ly a channelsby correlationwith the measuredsignM

between
950and1170J• . Forthe mostcontaminated
spectra, the subtracted stellar signal was about 10% of the total
H Ly c• signal or about 120 R. Becauseneither the absolute stellar H Ly c• emissionintensity nor the LISM H Ly c•
extinction are known a priori, we believe that relating the
H Ly c• flux to the stellar continuum flux between 950 and

1170J•onlyyieldsstellarbackground
H Ly c•intensities
accurate to about 35%.

Therefore the absolute error for the

most contaminated integration elementsis about 40 R. Also
apparent in Figure A1 is a bright patch associatedwith the
planet itself. These are the H2 Lyman and Werner band

emissions
fromthe brightcrescent
of the planet(Figure2).
tion for instrumentalFixed Pattern Noise(FPN) [Broadfoot
et al. 1977]thesespectracontainoneor moreof the following H Ly • Background
components:
(1) UVS "darkcounts,"(2) galacticultraviolet
Solar H Ly c• photons resonantly scattered in the LISM
backgroundradiation, (3) diffusestellar ultravioletcontin- are by far the strongestsourceof backgroundsignal. Both

uum,(4) HI 1216/•, HI 1025J• andHeI 584J•linesdueto

the spatial and the temporal variations of LISM H Ly c• in-

solar photonsresonantlyscatteredfrom the local interstellar

tensitiesare reviewedand modelledby Ajello et al. [1987].
medium(LISM), and (5) emissions
from the Saturnsystem. The Ajello et al. [1987]modelis usedto calculatethe shape
The first four of theseare consideredbackgroundand, if necessary,subtracted from the data to leave the residual Saturn
system emissions. Even though the three resonancelines

of the LISM H Ly c•backgroundwhich we scaleto best match
the intensities around the perimeter of our mosaic and subtract from the data. The calculated shape is very nearly
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Fig. A1.

Half toneplot of stellarcontinuum
intensities
(950-1150/•) obtained
fromVoyager
1 UVS mosaic

scansof the Saturn system conductedduring the period 1980 DOY 324 and 343. Stellar background signal in
the H Ly c• channelsis calculatedusing a correlation to the observedcontinuum signal in the wavelengthrange

950-1150/•. The mostcontaminated
pixelscorrespond
to about 120R H Ly c•background.(The intensityscale
is in relative units.)
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Fig. A2. Halftoneplotof thetotalH Ly c•intensities
observed
byVoyager
I duringscans
conducted
during
the period1980DOY 324 to 343. Only UVS dark countsand stellarcontinuumare removedas background,The
observed
signalis dueto solarH Ly c•resonance
scattering
fromneutralhydrogen
in boththe LISM andthe Saturn
system. The intensity scalegiven on right is in Rayleighs. The decreasedbrightnessin the imme•ate vici•ty of
the planet is causedby obscurationof the LISM by Saturn and its rings.

planar over the solid angle coveredin the mosaicscans. In ing image with the model H Ly c• backgroundsubtracted.
fact, this model backgroundshape can be replaced with a The mean brightnessof the subtracted backgroundis about
tilted planar backgroundempiricallyfitted to the periphery 1275 R leaving a residual Saturnian system signal peaking
of the data with very little changein the resultant H Ly c• just below 200 R.
The Ajello et al. [1987] model approximatesthe LISM
image. In Figure A2 the H Ly c• image is shownwithout
any LISM background
subtracted(onlycalibrationplateand tt Ly c•intensity by caJculatinga line of sightintegral through
stellar backgrounds
are removed).The arrow showsthe in- the H distributiongiven by Thomas[1978]. The Thomas
comingsolarflux direction. Figure la showsthe correspond- [1978] "hot" H distributionconsistsof a uniforminterstel-
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1.10

lar medium flowing through the solar systemin which solar
ionizing radiation and solar wind charge exchangeproduce
a cavity in the H distribution elongated in the downstream
direction. The H Ly crmodel approximates the effectsof multiple scattering by using the Monte Carlo radiative transfer

1.05

resultsfrom Keller et al. [1979, 1981] and includesthe effectsof solar wind latitudin•.l variation [Witt et al. 1979].

1.00

The free parameters that determine the cavity geometry are

0.95

taken from Ajello et al. [1987]as follows: (1) an ambient
0.90
315

320

325

330

335

340

345

350

355

DOY 1980 (Phase shifted to V1 line of sight)

Fig. A3.

Normalized
solarH Ly a fluximpliedby He 10830J•

chromospheric
equivalentwidth measurements
(shiftedappropriately in phaseto VoyagerI line of sight). The mosaicscanswere

ISM H temperature
of 104K, (2) a relativevelocityof the
ISM andthesolarsystem
of22.5kms-• (downstream
direction cr= 72ø and • = 17ø),(3) the ratio of radiationpressure
force to gravitation•.l force experiencedby a hydrogenatom,

/z = 1.0, and fin•.lly (4) the lifetime of a neutra•hydrogen
atom at I AU determined by solar wind chargeexchangeand

photoionization,
1.29 x 106s.
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Fig. A4. (a) Haft toneplot of the SaturnsystemH Ly • intensitiesobtainedfrom scansconductedduringthe
period1980DOY 324 to 329 (44.3hoursaccum-latedexposuretime). (b) Similarplot of intensitiesobtainedfrom
scansconductedbetweenDOY 330 and 343 (82 hoursaccumulatedexposuretime). These imagesare reduced
and processedexactly as in Figure I a in the main text which combinesall of the scans. They are shown here to
illustrate the reproducibility of the scan data. Pixels with no data are left blank.

SHEMANSKY AND HALL:

HYDROGEN

IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

Becauseof the angular contractionof the systemwith
time the earliest scans tended to preferentially sample the
inner parts of the system, and the outer region was defined
mostly by the later scans. If the solar H Ly a center line
flux varied significantly over this period, a systematic bias
between inner and outer system intensities could be introduced. During 1980 there were no direct observationsmade
of either solar H Ly a integrated or line center flux. However, the integrated solar H Ly a flux correlatesvery well

OF SATURN
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scansinto two parts, two points are illustrated. First, from
FigureA4a onecan seethat the earlierscansdid indeedpreferentially sample the interior of the system. And second,the
overall qualitative similarity betweenthe final combinedim-

age and the two subcomponents
raisesthe credibilityof the

final result. Note that there are specificlocalized differences
betweenthe two images. However,the bulk emissionlocated
inside Titan's orbital ellipse and between hour angles 1200
and 2400 in the Saturn systemis strong in both images. We
with observedHelium10830,!• equivalentwidth measure- conclude that the observed distribution is real, within staments[Donnellyet al. 1986;Skinneret al. 1988]. Also the tistical uncertainty.
H Ly • line shape appears to remain constant over the soAPPENDIX

lar cycle [Ajello et al. 1987; Shemansky
et al. 1984]. In
Figure A3 the predicted solar H Ly a flux variations are
plotted on a normalizedscale.The periodswhen the mosaic
scans were conducted

are marked below the data. The solar

H Ly a variation is lessthan 5% and showsno increasingor
decreasingtrend over theseperiods.This justifiesthe useof
a "snapshot"LISM H Ly a backgroundmodel rather than a
more complicatedtime dependentapproach. During the accumulation processwe tabulated the averageright ascension
and declinationof eachintegration elementin the summation
plane. Subsequently,these averagevalueswere to calculate
the LISM backgroundshape which was scaledto match the
observedintensitiesat distancesgreater than 6 Saturn radii

B: VOYAGER

PREENCOUNTER

UVS

SATURN

SCANS

This appendix briefly describesthe data compiled to produce Figures 8 and 10 of the main text. The representative
scangeometriesfor these scansare shownin Figures 7 and
9, respectively.

VoyagerI PreencounterScans

Table B1 lists the dates, scandurations, and FDSC ranges
for Voyager1 scanscompiledto create Figure 8 of the main
text. The data were gathered during the period 1980 DOY
239 to 256 during which time the spacecraft-planetrangevaried from 1740 to 1370 Rs. A representativescan conducted
on DOY 244 is illustrated in Figure 7. A constant LISM
outside Titan's orbital ellipse.
These scanswere conducted using the airglow mode of backgroundof • 1100 R was subtracted from the data in
the VoyagerUVS instrument[Broadfootet al. 1977]. How- Figure 8. In addition, the planetary Ly a signalhasbeenreever, the UVS occultation port admits photonsinto the in- movedby subtracting a scaledversionof planetary He band
in thewavelength
region950to 1100,•. Theunstrument even when observingin the airglow mode. The emissions
occultationport apertureis offset19.5ø in scanplatform el- certainty of this removalis reflectedin the large error bars
evation relative to the airglow port. In the H Ly a channels in Figure 8 within 3 Rs of the planet.

(numbers70 through78) the signalobserved
in the airglow
mode is due to the flux incident on the airglow port plus
6.6% of the flux on the occultation port. We have included
the occultation port H Ly a contaminationin the calculated
background.
The calculatedbackgroundshapeis basicallyplanar over
the angular extent of the mosaicregion. The background
image in H Ly a emissionis very insensitiveto LISM parameters becauseof the small angular extent of the scans

(<1oø).
Statistical

Errors

The UVS is a photon-countinginstrument and any measured signal is subject to statistical errors. A plot of the
statistical errors is presented in Figure lb. Inside Titan's
orbital ellipse the errors are generally40 R or lesswhereas
the observedresidual Saturn systememissionsare generally

120 R or greater giving a signal-to-noiseratio about 3 or 4.
This explainsthe somewhatnoisy appearanceof the Ly a
image as well as the need to perform a 1-2-1; 2-4-2; 1-2-1
two-dimensionalsmoothingon the residualintensities. The
signal-to-noise
ratio is muchpoorerat the peripheryof the
imagebecausethe scansequencing
concentratedon the interior region.However,the entireperipheralareais usedin the
normalizationof the backgroundimage, giving a statistical
uncertainty in backgroundlevel of about 4-15 R.
In Figure A4a the residual H Ly a emissionsare plotted

for the scansperformedbetween1980DOY 324and329 (44.3
hourstotal scantime). Similarly,FigureA4b corresponds
to
the period1980DOY 330-343 (82.0 hours).Thesesubcom-

TABLE B1. Voyager 1 Saturn Preencounter Scan Information
Onset

At

1980, DOY

hours

239
240

Initial

FDS

Final

FDS

Count

Count

13.51

32577:30

32594:23

16.00

32605:00

32625:00

241

13.47

32636:34

32653:24

242

13.48

32667:21

32684:12

243

13.49

32695:34

32712:26

244

13.51

32726:22

32743:15

245
246

17.60
17.60

32755:00
32785:00

32777:00
32807:00

247

11.41

32815:00

32829:16

248

13.49

32844:26

32861:18

249

13.11

32875:14

32891:37

250

16.00

32905:00

32925:00

251

13.51

32934:16

32951:09

252

16.00

32965:00

32985:00
33040:59

253

.........

254

13.51

33024:06

255

16.00

33055:00

33075:00

256

9.39

33085:42

33097:26

Voyager œPreencounter Scans

Table B2 lists the pertinent data for Voyager 2 scans
compiled to create Figure 10 of the main text. The data
were gathered over the period 1981 DOY 180 to 186 and
spacecraft-planetranges 920 to 820 Rs. A representative
scan conductedon DOY 185 is shown in Figure 9 of the
main text. A constant LISM backgroundof •800 R was
subtracted from the data in Figure 10. The planetary Ly a
signalhas been removedin the samefashionas for the Voy-

ponent imageshave been reducedand plotted exactly as the
combined image, Figure l a. By splitting the accumulated ager I scans.
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TABLE B2. Voyager 2 Saturn Preencounter Scan Information
Onset

At

1981, DOY

Initial

hours

FDS

Final

Count

Count

FDS

180

4.6

42260:03

42265:46

181

14.0

42289:10

42306:41

182

14.0

42318:35

42336:06

183

14.0

42350:07

42367:37

184

14.0

42379:16

42396:46

185

14.0

42408:25

42425:55

186

14.0

42437:35

42455:06
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